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In 1996, General Mills launched a simple 

campaign in California. After customers bought 

select products, like Cheerios, Total, or Lucky 

Charms, they could cut off a tiny square of the 

packaging, mail it into GM headquarters, and earn 

money for their school. By 2010, shoppers from 

over 82,000 schools were raising money from 

products as diverse as Hane’s crew socks, Green 

Giant canned corn, and Hefty trash bags. To give 

the program even more punch, GM also paired 

with ShopRite for a shopper marketing campaign 

that shows how far these partnerships have come.

Where It 
All Began

https://shopriteformyschool.com/
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A Shared 
Space
It used to be that brands and retailers were distinct 

entities: A brand could link to a retailer’s website, and a 

retailer could reciprocate by promoting a brand’s product, 

but the two actions were unconnected. Today, brands and 

retailers can share a digital space. For example, Chobani 

created a website that not only promoted its retailer (and 

delicious recipes) but was also hyper-localized. After 

customers inputted their names and emails, they were 

directed to a page that promoted the closest university’s 

football team, demonstrating how agile and specific these 

landing pages have become. 

TAKEAWAY
A branded URL benefits both the retailer  
and brand.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/com.offerpop.services.media/images/media/54c7a6c0ef95a647da13fe52/5841e9cc440271336fbd608d.PNG
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Such sites can also employ an established shopper 

marketing strategy: coupon distribution. Panasonic 

and Listerine teamed up to host a fully interactive 

site that features influencer-created content. “A 

product is definitely worth keeping when it works 

well and fits easily into my daily routine,” says Rachel 

Talbott, a beauty blogger with 845,000 subscribers. 

In her video, she recommends the Philips Sonicare 

Series 2, a $20 coupon of which is downloadable 

from the site and can also be shared via Facebook, 

Twitter, and email. 

TAKEAWAY
Offer coupons alongside other promotional media.

Coupons 2.0

Beauty Blogger Rachel Talbott using Philips Sonicare Series 2

https://experiences.wyng.com/campaign/?experience=57bdb3966caf4902af76d66d
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Lights, 
Camera, Action
Other campaigns ask for more investment from participants in 

exchange for greater incentives. For their #SamsClubBaby campaign, 

Huggies, Pull-Ups, and GoodNites installed endcap displays in 

participating Sam’s Clubs. They created a baby fashion shoot, 

complete with a set that encouraged consumers to “snap a selfie with 

baby” and share it online through Facebook, Instagram or Twitter 

using #SamsClubBaby. The pattern matched any outfit, and the 

whiteboard allowed consumers to personalize their message (for 

example, “Go Bears!”). Silly props such as a crown and glasses with 

an attached mustache further encouraged consumers, and even a 

few Sam’s Club employees couldn’t resist snapping some pics. The 

possible reward for submitting content? A $500 gift card. 

Not only did the campaign highlight great #SamsClubBaby photos, 

but it also gave consumers the ability to click through those images to 

purchase products, driving ecommerce sales.

TAKEAWAY
Connect the concrete and the digital with 
interactive in-store displays.

https://wyng.com/commerce/gallery/15384
https://wyng.com/commerce/gallery/15384
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Mark Your  
Calendar
With their #FDFathersDay campaign, Unilever and 

Family Dollar raised the bar even higher for fan 

participation. Consumers were asked to upload a 

picture of a dad and then personalize it with super 

hero stickers using the Wyng Photo Lab template. 

Besides celebrating their Super Man fathers, these 

fans instantly enjoyed coupons on select Dove 

products and could opt in to receive emails about 

future promotions, demonstrating how advanced the 

coupon campaign has become. 

TAKEAWAY
Consumers are more likely to participate when  
their content is tied to an important event.

https://experiences.wyng.com/campaign/?experience=57c8d57623847f689dc44e83
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That said, not every campaign has to be on the 

level of super heroes. The Box Top for Education 

program, which started as a small piece of 

cardboard, has raised more than $320 million 

since its inception, partly thanks to General Mills’ 

continuous innovations. Participants can now track 

their points online, and there’s even a free app that 

offers coupons, scans a customer’s receipt, and 

automatically credits the money to her designated 

school. These campaigns demonstrate that digital 

shopper marketing campaigns ultimately can, and 

do, drive in-store traffic. 

Contact us for more information on how you can 

incorporate digital campaigns into your shopper 

marketing strategy.

Box Tops
Revisited

https://www.wyng.com/contact-us/
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